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January 28, 1993
The Honorable John P. Murtha
Chairman, Subcommitteeon Defense
Committee on Appropriations
House of Representatives
Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Department of Defense (DOD) estimates that expenditures for
developing and maintaining software for its weapons, command and
control, and other automated information systemscurrently exceed
$24 billion a year. In an attempt to better managethese costs and improve
its ability to develop and maintain high-quality software, Defense has
initiated a comprehensiveeffort to incorporate software reuse practices
into its software development efforts. Software reuse-the practice of
developing new applications from existing software-offers the potential
to greatly reduce the time, cost, and effort needed to develop and maintain
highquality software.
As requestedby your office, this report provides background information
on software reuse, including an overview of issuesthat can inhibit
effective software reuse and information on Defense’sstrategy to
implement a departmentwide software reuse program. Appendix I further
details our objectives,scope, and methodology. Appendix II provides
information on Defense’sinitiatives to incorporate software reuse into its
software developmentprocess.

Results in Brief

Developing and maintaining software in organizations such as the
Department of Defenseis very costly. According to many experts in the
software community, software reuse is a possible solution to reduce these
costs, as well as to increase software productivity and reliability. Although
these benefits and savingsare compelling, achieving them will require the
resolution of significant technical, organizational, and legal issues.
Even while proclaiming the potential of reuse, many software experts have
questioned the maturity of software reuse. These experts indicate that
methodologies to implement reuse have not been fully developed, tools to
support a reuse process are lacking, and standards to guide critical
software reuse activities have not been established.
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Beyond such technical difficulties, organizationsalso face numerous
challengesto effectively implement and practice software reuse. An
organization must make a significant commitment to reuse because
fundamental changesin the organization’ssoftware development
approach will be needed and significant up-front costs for training and
tools will be required. Further, uncertainties in legal policies, such as
liability and intellectual property rights that currently hinder software
reuse, need to be addressed,and acquisition policies need to be modified
to better promote reuse.

Background

Software reuse is the practice of using existing software componentsto
develop new applications. Reusablesoftware components can be
executableprograms, code segments,documentation, requirements,
design and architectures, test data and test plans, or software tools. They
may also be knowledge and information needed to understand, develop,
use, or maintain the component. Figure 1 shows examplesof the different
types of reusable software components.
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:Igure 1: Examplw of Reurable Software Component8
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There are two basic forms of software reuse--opportunistic and
systematic.Opportunistic reuse is practiced in an ad-hoc fashion during
software development.In opportunistic reuse, new applications are
developedfrom software that has been salvagedfrom existing systemsand
modified to meet the specific needs of that application. Systematicreuse is
planned and integrated into a welldefined software developmentprocess.
In systematicreuse, new applications are developedfrom software that
has been designedand developedto be reused specifically for other
similar applications.’
IIn systematic reuse, new reusable software is also created as a by-product of applications
development.
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Software reuse can be practiced vertically or horizontally. Vertical reuse is
the reuse of software componentswithin a single domain2 For example,a
software component that implementsprocedures to withdraw federal
taxes from a paycheck can be reused by different accounting systems
within the payroll application domain. Horizontal reuse, on the other hand,
is the reuse of software componentsacross different domains. For
example,software components,such as sort and merge procedures, can
be reused by systemsin many application domains.

Software Reuse Process

The software reuse process consists of three stages:component creation,
component management,and component utilization, as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Conceptual Framework of the Software Reuse Process
!bftvvare Reuse Process
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This framework, establishedby the DefenseAdvanced ResearchProjects
Agency’s(DARPA) Software Technology for Adaptable Reliable Systems
(STARs)
program , presents the flow of information within the software
reuse process and its products. During component creation, domains
where reuse is possible are identified and reusable software components
are developed.Once componentsare developed,they are stored and
managedin a software repository, which is a library that allows users to
access,search,and retrieve the components.Key functions of component
managementinclude certifying, classifying,and cataloguing components,
as well as configuration control of the software components as a result of
software upgradesand maintenance.Figure 3 illustrates the basic
functions of component management.
igure 3: Key Functions of Component Management
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In component utilization, componentsin the repository are searched,
evaluated,selected,and integrated into the software product under
development.Componentscan be used to either develop application
software systemsor create new reusable components and software-related
products.

Potential Benefits of
Software Reuse

Systematicreuse is viewed as a possible meansto reduce software
developmentcosts while improving software quality. According to a
number of software experts, reuse has the potential to
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increaseproductivity by reducing the time and effort needed to develop
software,
increasereliability becausesystemswill be developedwith thoroughly
tested and proven components,
reduce costs by sharing knowledge and practices needed to develop and
maintain software, and
establisha more standard and consistent approach to software
developmentand maintenanceby using common components and
procedures.
As an example,the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) at the National
Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration’s (NASA) Goddard Space‘Flight
Center achievedsignificant benefits by implementing software reuse in the
developmentof software products in its Flight DynamicsDivision. In a
1991study, SEL reported

a 3fipercent reduction in effort needed to deliver a line of code (from .66
to .42 staff hours),
. a B-percent increasein daily productivity (from 12.4to 19 lines of code
per day), and
. an 87-percentincreasein quality (from 3.9 errors to .6 errors per thousand
lines of delivered code).3
l

While the results of the SEL study appear prom ising, experts caution that
the benefits of software reuse are not easily or quickly realized. The
potential impact of software reuse remains questionablebecauseof
technical, organizational,and legal issuesthat need to be addressed.

T&hnical Issues

Establishinga systematicsoftware reuse program is difficult. Few
organizations-in either the private or public sectors-have been able to
incorporate software reuse into their software development practices
becausethe technical knowledge to develop and apply software reuse
methodologies,standards,and tools is still evolving. Table 1 summarizes
the technical barriers to software reuse discussedin the following
sections.

%oceedings of the Sixteenth Annual NASA/Goddard Software Engineering Workshop: Experiments in
ecember 199 .
So
ft ware n ineerin ecnoo
,
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Tabk 1: Bummary of TechnIcal Iraue8
Domain analysis

Classification of software
components
Interoperability of software
repositories
Adaptation of software
components

Reuse of systems designs
and architectures

Software metrics

Domain Analysis

-lack of standard methods to process information on
domains
-lack of standard methods to represent the outputs of
domain analysis
-no accepted standards to classify components
-classification depends upon a domain analysis
-lack of standards for interoperation of repositories
-adaptation depends upon the availability of information
on component
-more required adaptation can offset the savings and
benefits of software reuse
-designs and architectures are harder to represent
because they are more abstract
-lack of standards to represent designs and architectures
-lack of tools to represent, develop, and maintain designs
and architectures
-lack of standard metrics
-inconsistent interpretation of metrics
-collecting metrics is expensive and time-consuming

Domain analysisinvolves systematicallygathering and representing
information on software applications. Experts in the software communiiy
generally agree that domain analysisis at the “heart of reuse.”Its purpose
is to generalizecommon features in similar application areas, identify the
common objects and operations in these areas, and define and describe
their relationships. Once collected, the information can be used to create
reusable software components that support these areas.For example, in
an airline reservation system domain, common objects are flights and
seats,while common operations include flight scheduling and seat
assignments.These objects and operations are related in specific ways to
the airline reservation system domain. As such, software componentsthat
support these objects and operations could be reused by developersof
other airline reservation systems.
Domain analysisis a complex process that involves acquiring and
representing knowledge on specific domains. Information on the domain
must be identified, compiled, analyzed,and represented in a format so that
it can be reused. The domain analyst needs to not only identify the objects
and operations and their relationships in the domain, but also be able to
explicitly represent that information so others can easily understand and
reuse it.
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However, standard methods to process and represent information on a
domain are lacking. Current domain analysismethodologies,such as the
Software EngineeringInstitute’s Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA)
and Dr. Ruben Prieto-Diaz’sTop-Down, Bottom-up Approach, are still
evolving and thus do not completely addressthese functions4

Classification of Software
Components

Classificationis a process of systematicallygrouping reusable software
componentsstored in a software repository. A classification schemefor a
software repository is analogousto the Dewey Decimal Systemfor a
library. Its purpose is to provide the basic organization of a repository so
users can easily access,search, and retrieve components in the repository.
Establishinga classification schemeis knowledge-intensiveand
time-consuming.It requires combining the knowledge inherent in the
componentsof the repository with the knowledge about the application
domain where the componentsare going to be used. Common
characteristicsof the componentsare then grouped and organized into a
structure that can be easily understood by repository users. While
automated tools exist to cataloguesoftware components (store and
retrieve componentsin a repository), the key difficulty in classification is
how to organizethe overall repository becausethere are no accepted
standards for classifyingcomponents.

Interoperability of
SoFtwareRepositories

Interoperability is the ability of two or more systemsto exchange
information. It is an important capability in instanceswhere multiple
repositories exist becauseit perm its software repositories to share
components,reduce the number of redundant components in the different
repositories, and make componentsavailable to all repository users.
Developmentis currently underway, for example,in DARPA'SSTARSprogram
to establish an architectural framework for repository interoperability.
However, standardsfor interoperability of software repositories, such as
nomenclature, communicationprotocols, and component exchange
formats, do not exist. Currently the ReuseLibrary Interoperability Group
(RIG) is addressingstandards for interoperability and plans to submit

‘For more information on FODA, contact Dr. Sholom Cohen, Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa. For more information on the Diaz model, contact Dr. Ruben
Prleto-Diaz, Reuse Inc., Fairfax, Va.
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proposals to standards organizations,such as the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineeringa

Adaptation of Software
Components

Adaptation involves modifying a software component to make it reusable
in different software applications. It requires the software developer to
determ ine what interfaces are needed and then tailor the component
and/or application to make them operate together. Since the current
state-of-practiceis mainly opportunistic, most of the benefits that can be
gained from software reuse are highly dependent on effective adaptation
methods.However, adaptation is a difficult process becausethe developer
has to understand
. how the component currently functions,
. how the new application works, and
what modifications are needed to make the component work in the new
application.

l

W ithout this information, a developer cannot easily adapt the software
component for reuse. Even with the information, the adaptation process
can be labor-intensive,potentially offsetting time and cost savings
prom ised from software reuse.

Reuseof SystemsDesigns
and Architectures

Although the current state-of-practiceof software reuse has been mainly
lim ited to the reuse of code, experts believe that the reuse of other
software products, such as systemsdesignsand architectures, can further
increasethe benefits of software reuse. They call this ‘higher-level reuse”
becauseit involves reusing products that are from software development
phasesthat occur prior to (or higher than) the one in which code is
written6 According to these experts, the reuse of higher-level components
will yield greater benefits becausedesignsand architectures
are more flexible than code becausethey are independent of language,
hardware platforms, and implementation-specificdetails;
. represent application solutions rather than implementation solutions; and
l

“RIG is a volunteer organization composed of members from government, academia, and private
industry. Membership is open to any organization interested in the lnteroperability of
government-sponsored reuse libraries.
OInthe traditional software development process, there are four successive phases: planning, design,
coding and testing, and integration and testing. In the planning phase, requirements are set; during the
design phase, designs and architectures are developed; in the coding and testing phase, code is written
and tested; and in the integration and testing phase, the coded components are combined and tested as
a whole.
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can be used to automatically create lower-level components,such as code.
However, formally representing systemsdesignsand architectures in a
reusable form is very difficult becausethey are not as tangible as code.
Further, standards and tools to represent and develop systemsdesignsand
architectures are lacking.

Software Metrics

Software metrics are quantifiable measuresthat are used to assessthe
products and processesof software development.Such metrics may
include measuresof usefulness,cost, and quality that could be used to
better managesoftware developmentprograms. However, identifying and
establishingmetrics is difficult becausestandard methodologiesdo not
exist to collect data for software developmentand products in general, or
for reuse in particular. As such,
. current metrics are inconsistent,
interpretation of metrics can vary from individual to individual, and
. collecting metrics is a very expensiveand time-consumingprocess.

l

W ithout effective metrics, organizationscannot adequatelydeterm ine the
costs and benefits of incorporating software reuse into their software
developmentprocesses.
Software reuse will not happen merely becausethe technical meansfor
achievingit become available.Software experts told us that top
managementmust be convinced to make a businessdecision to
incorporate systematicreuse into the software development process.
Further, project managersand software developersmust be willing to
make fundamental changesin the way they develop software. Otherwise,
software reuse will remain at the opportunistic level, and the potentially
greater benefits of systematicreuse will not be realized.

Organizational Issues

Gaining Management
Support and Commitment

Experts have stated that for a software reuse program to be successful,
top managementmust decide and commit to implementing a systematic
reuse program throughout the organization. They noted that top
managementneedsto
l

incorporate software reuse practices into the software development
process,
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. train and educate employeeson software reuse,
. develop and provide tools to practice software reuse, and
allocate the proper funds and resources to support a reuse program.

l

However, experts generally agree that overall such managementsupport is
lacking. For example, at a jointly sponsored workshop by the Software
Productivity Consortium, the Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corporation, the Software Engineering Institute, and the Rocky Mountain
Institute on Software Engineering,attendeesunanimously agreed that
managementgenerally has a short-sighted view on software development
and is often not willing to commit resources to acquire needed tools and
training in software reuse technology.
In addition, some experts believe that top managementis hesitant to invest
in software reuse becausethe benefits of software reuse are not quickly
realized and are uncertain. To illustrate, some experts estlmate that the
savingsfrom reusing a component will not be realized until that
component has been reused at least three times and believe that it initially
costs about 20 to 66 percent more to develop reusable software.

Gaining Support of Project
Managersand Developers

Another common organizational issue is the unwillingness of project
managersand software developersto develop and use reusable
components.As noted above, developing reusable software is more costly
and time-consuming.As such, project managers,who are often pushed by
limited funds and tight schedules,have little incentive to allocate the
additional time and resources needed to develop reusable software
components.
Additionally, software developersare often reluctant to accept and use
reusable components for fear that the components will not be as efficient,
effective, or reliable as the software they write. Further, using reusable
software components requires that the components be understood and
adapted to meet the specific needs of a software system before it can be
integrated. In either case,the reluctance of software developersto use
reusable software and the lack of incentives for program managersto
develop reusablesoftware components remain issuesthat need to be
addressed.

Legal Issues ”

The software community’s hope for widespread reuse also brings about a
number of challenginglegal issues.The Institute for DefenseAnalysis (IDA)
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recently published the proceedings of a 1990workshop on legal issues,
sponsored by the Strategic DefenseInitiative Organization.’The workshop
reached the following conclusions:
Large-scalesoftware reuse will likely causemore complex and more
frequent encounters with legal issues.
Large-scalereuse will require a national registry that tracks the source of
original developmentand modifications for each component.
. A mechanismis needed to reward developerswho modify and add value
to existing components,while still protecting the rights of the original
developer.
It is not good policy and may conflict with federal law if the government
assumesall legal liabilities associatedwith a reuse repository.
Software patents and licensing policies need to be addressed.
l

l

l

l

Our discussionswith reuse experts in the software community
corroborated these concerns. Most believed that strategies are needed to
addressintellectual property rights, liability, and acquisition policies of
reuse.

Intellectual Property
Rights

Software is protected legally as intellectual property through laws that
control its disseminationand use. These laws relate to the exclusive
ownership of the idea, the form of expression of the idea, and the use of
the idea and its expression.There are three basic methods to protect
software: patents, copyrights, and trade secrets.Patents protect the rights
to the idea itself, while copyrights protect the rights to the expressionof
the idea. Trade secret laws protect the rights to confidential business
information.* However, in many caseslaws are not clear about the
enforcement of intellectual property rights. As such, a major challenge
facing software reuse is to balance these rights between software
suppliers, repositories, and users.
Severalapproacheshave been proposed by various membersof the
software community to addressintellectual property rights. For example,
one approach proposed having repositories acquire full rights to software
components.However, questionswere raised about a repository’s ability

‘Proceedings of the Workshop on Legal Issues in Software Reuse (IDA Document D-1004), Institute for
Defense Analysis, July 1991.
*Patents and copyrights are governed by federal law. Trade secrets are governed by state laws that
may vary from state to state.
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to motivate suppliers to do this becausethe component supplier will lose
exclusive rights to commercially market the component.
Another approach proposed having software suppliers license limited
software rights to a repository. However, issueswere raised that if rights
are transferred through a licensing agreement,future users of the
component would need to be protected from breaching license
agreements.Further, repositories would need to track all uses of software
componentsto ensure that royalties and service fees are compensatedto
the component supplier and that licensing agreementsare enforced. If the
repository is unable to track software components and enforce licensing
agreements,suppliers could be discouragedfrom giving up partial
software rights to the repository.

Liability

Liability, in the context of software, refers to the legal responsibility for
harm attributable to software components.Liability may affect not only
the supplier of the component, but also the repository and user. For
example, software suppliers could be liable for submitting defective
software componentsthat fail to meet performance standards or causea
software system malfunction. Repositories could be liable for marketing
and distributing defective components or not properly enforcing the rights
to software components.Users could be liable for infringing the
intellectual property rights attached to a software component.
However, the subject of liability for software is fairly new to the law. As a
consequence,there are still questions,such as whether software is a
product or service, that have left some uncertainty about the nature of
liability that may accompanysoftware. For this reason, experts believe
that organizationsinterested in reuse need to addressliability issues,
otherwise
. suppliers may be reluctant to submit components for reuse,
. repositories may limit the availability of components, and
users may be unwilling to use the components in the repository.
l

Acquisition Policies

Many in the software reuse community acknowledge that changesneed to
be made in federal acquisition policies of software systemsbefore
software reuse can be effective. There are concerns that if industry is not
involved in these efforts, reuse goals will not be achieved. Some of the
issuesthat have arisen include how reuse should be considered in the
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request for proposals process,what criteria to use to evaluateproposals,
how costs of reuse will be evaluated and estimated,and what incentives
are needed in solicitation documentsto promote reuse. These concerns
have prompted the actions of groups such as the SpecialInterest Group
Ada and Institute for DefenseAnalysis,which sponsored a workshop to
determ ine how and what to incorporate into the procurement process to
encourageand promote reuse.
As requested,we did not provide a draft of this report to the Department
of Defense.Instead, we discussedthe facts of this report with officials
from the Office of the Director for DefenseInformation; the Defense
Information SystemsAgency’sCenter for Information Management;the
Air Force, Army, and Navy; and with software experts in industry. These
officials generally agreed with the facts as presented. We have
incorporated their views in the report as appropriate.
We conducted our review between April 1992and December 1992,in
accordancewith generally accepted government auditing standards.As
agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce the contents of this
report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the date
of this letter. We will then send copies of this report to other interested
committees;the Director for DefenseInformation; the Director for
DefenseResearchand Engineering;and other interested parties. Copies
will also be made available to others upon request.
If you or your staff have any questions concerning this report, please
contact me at (202) 612-6240.Other major contributors are listed in
appendix III.
Sincerelyyours,

SamuelW . Bowlin
Director, Defenseand Security
Information Systems
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Appendix I

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

On February 7,1992, the Chairman of the Subcommitteeon Defense,
House Appropriations Committee, requestedthat we provide background
information on software reuse, including an overview of issuesthat can
inhibit effective software reuse, and information on Defense’sstrategy to
implement a departmentwide software reuse program.
To meet our objectives, we
met with reuse experts in private industry, government, and academiato
discussthe concepts of reuse, including benefits and issues of effective
reuse;
attended the 5th Annual Software ReuseWorkshop in Palo Alto, Ca., and
reviewed papers to identify the state of reuse;
observed and discussedreuse experienceswith private industry, private
organizations,and special interest groups;
met with Defenseofficials to identify roles, responsibilities, and strategies
for Defense’sdepartmentwide software reuse initiative; and
examined reuse activities and research and development efforts underway
in Defense.
We performed our work at the Office of the Director for Defense
Information, Arlington, Va.; Center for Information Management,
Arlington, Va.; DefenseAdvanced Researchand Projects Agency,
Arlington, Va.; Software Engineering Institute, Pittsburgh, Pa.; U.S. Army
Software ReuseCenter, Washington,D.C.; U.S. Navy Information Systems
ManagementCenter, Washington,D.C.; U.S. Air Force Systemsand
Software Design,HanscomAir Force Base, Ma.; DefenseLogistics
Agency’sSystemsAutomation Center, Columbus, Oh.; and National
Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration’s Goddard SpaceFiight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.
We also visited the offices of International BusinessMachines Corporation
in Gaithersburg,Md., Manassas,Va., Rockville, Md., and Owego, Ny;
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.; Software Productivity
Consortium, Herndon, Va.; Reuse,Inc. Fairfax, Va.; Raytheon Missile
SystemsDivision, Bedford, Ma.; Mitsubishi Electric ResearchLaboratories,
Cambridge,Ma.; WestinghouseElectric Corporation, Baltimore, Md.;
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, Boston, Ma; and Hewlett Packard,
Palo Alto, Ca.
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Appendix II

,:Department of Defense Reuse Initiative

Over the last few years, software reuse has gained increased attention
throughout the Department of Defenseas a way to reduce software costs
and improve productivity and software quality. A draft of Defense’s
software technology strategy states that the greatest estimated Defense
cost savingsover the next 16 years will come from reusing software
assew savingsof $11.3billion in constant 1992dollars by the year 2008.l
Other Defensedocuments note that the benefits of reuse go beyond cost
savingsto include substantial increasesin productivity from avoidance of
rework, and added sofhvare quality through the use of tested components.
Responsibility for software within the Department of Defenseis divided
between the Director for DefenseResearchand Engineering (DDFUE), who
is responsiblefor embeddedsystemsand information technology
research, and the Assistant Secretary of Defensefor Command,Control,
Communicationsand Intelligence (ASDCX), who carries responsibility for
information systemsand command and control systems.

The Defense Software
ReuseInitiative

A Memorandum of Agreement between ~~~4231and DDR&E, effective
November 26,1991, establisheda cooperative partnership for
implementing software and other information technology initiatives for
the Department of Defense.On the basis of this agreement,the Director
for DefenseInformation proposed a Defensesoftware reuse initiative to
provide a “single, consistent departmentwide software reuse strategy, with
associatedpolicies, practices, approaches,and programs.”The initiative
sought to build partnerships among users of reusable components,
suppliers of these components,and the research and development
community.
The Defensesoftware reuse initiative is a voluntary and cooperative
alliance of individual DOD reuse activities with active participation from
the three major software reuse programs: Air Force’s Central Archive for
ReusableDefenseSoftware (CARDS), DARPA'S Software Technology for
Adaptable Reliable Systems(STARS), and the Defense Information Systems
Agency’s(DNA) Software ReuseProgram. It is guided by a software reuse
executive steering committee representing the ~~1x31, DDFU~E,Joint Staff,
Army, Navy, Air Force, DISA, DefenseLogistics Agency (DLA), Defense
Intelligence Agency, and the National Security Agency. The steering
committee reports to both ASDC~I and DDR&E, and is supported by working
groups responsiblefor addressingtechnical and managementissues.DNA’S
I&
of Departmentof DefenseSoftwareTechnologyStrategy,Director of DefenseResearchand
lhgheering, December 1991.
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Department df Defewe Reuse Initlatlve

Center for Information Managementis managingthe initiative and
providing a focal point for coordination.

Initiative’s Vision and
Strategy

Defense’ssoftware reuse initiative holds a vision, “to drive the DOD
software community from its current ‘reinvent the software cycle’to a
process-driven,domain-specific,architecture-centric, library-basedway of
constructing soitware.” The strategy for achieving this vision lies in
systemizingthe reuse process by identifying opportunities for reuse and
establishinga process to capitalize on those opportunities. Defensedetails
10 elementsof this strategy:
Specify the domains where reuse opportunities exist and identify criteria
to prioritize, qualify, and select domains for application of reuse
techniques.
Define the types of products suitable for reuse and develop criteria to
validate these componentsfor new applications.
Determine what ownership criteria pertain to these components and
require consciousdecisionsregarding their ownership.
Modify the current acquisition process so reuse is integrated into each
phase of the acquisition process and into the overall system/softwarelife
cycle.
Define models that may suggestnovel strategiesand require tailored
acquisition approachesto support reuse, in order to guide business
decisions.
. Establish procedures to collect metrics that (1) measurethe payoff from
the reuse initiative and (2) aid developersin the selection of reusable
components.
Define standards for the various types of componentsthat will perm it their
certification for reuse.
Pursue a technology-basedinvestment strategy that identifies, tracks, and
transitions appropriate reuse-orientedprocess and product technologies.
Conduct comprehensivetraining to ensure that practitioners and
policymakers capitalize on the initiative.
Exploit near-term products and servicesthat facilitate movementto a
reuse-basedparadigm.
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